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Near-surface wind direction biases

Abstract

The demand for more accurate forecasts of near-surface weather is growing at a rapid pace, especially
in the context of increased use of renewable energy. Although improvements in numerical weather
prediction systems have lead to improved forecasts of near-surface weather parameters over the years,
systematic biases remain. Here we examine one of the most longstanding biases in ECMWF fore-
casts of near-surface weather, the bias in surface wind direction over the oceans. Since the 1990’s
the forecasted surface wind direction is rotated clockwise (anticlockwise) with respect to scatterom-
eter (ASCAT) observations in the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere. Using a conditional analysis of
the short-range forecast errors against ASCAT observations, we demonstrate that unstable boundary
layers contribute the most to the remaining mean bias in surface wind direction over the oceans (3-5
degrees), although stable boundary layers that occur in the mid-latitude storm tracks during summer
also contribute to some extent. Focusing on a typical trade wind region upstream of Barbados and
using sensitivity experiments with the Integrated Forecasting System, we demonstrate that the sur-
face wind direction bias in unstable boundary layers is related to the representation of turbulent and
shallow convection momentum transport, and in particular to an apparent lack of friction in the lower
part of the cumulus layer. We also show that both the forecast and analysis wind profiles are strongly
sensitive to the momentum transport by shallow convection in the lowest 1.5 km in this region, which
suggests that the analysis is only weakly constrained by wind observations in the trade wind bound-
ary layer (at least prior to the assimilation of Aeolus observations). An evaluation of both forecast
and analysis wind profiles with in-situ observations such as those provided by the EUREC4A field
program, which recently took place around Barbados, would therefore be very valuable in the future.

1 Introduction

The increased importance of renewable energy and the need to forecast consequences of extreme events
on near-surface weather well in advance call for better predictions of near-surface weather parameters
such as winds, temperature or downwelling shortwave radiation. This requires a reduction of both sys-
tematic and random forecast biases, and an accurate representation of the sources of model and observa-
tion uncertainty in ensemble forecasting.

In this study we take a fresh look at one of the most systematic and longstanding biases in forecasts of
near-surface weather in the Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) of the European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), the bias in wind direction at the surface. Since the 1990’s it has
been found that the forecasted surface wind direction is generally veered (rotated clockwise) with respect
to observations in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) both over land and over the oceans, while in the South
Hemisphere (SH) it is backed (rotated anticlockwise) with respect to observations (Hollingsworth 1994).
As schematically depicted in Figure 1, in the NH the surface wind is backed relative to the geostrophic
wind, so that the wind veers with height through the boundary layer (the opposite being true in the
SH). Assuming that the modelled geostrophic wind is similar to the observed geostrophic wind (Brown
et al. 2005), the veering of the modelled surface wind with respect to observations translates into an
underestimation of the wind turning throughout the boundary layer.

The systematic veering (backing) of the modelled surface wind direction in the IFS with respect to ob-
servations over the oceans in the NH (SH) is illustrated in Figure 2 by the negative (positive) differences
in surface wind direction between scatterometer (ASCAT) observations and the short-range (12 hours)
forecasts used in the data assimilation processs. Through the data assimilation process, short-range fore-
casts (or first-guesses) are optimally blended with millions of observations to create the initial conditions
for the medium and extended range forecasts, or the analyses, which constitute the best possible recon-
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of typical model errors in surface wind direction in the Northern
Hemisphere, illustrated for north-easterly (trade-like) winds. In the Northern Hemisphere surface winds
are backed with respect to the geostrophic wind, so that the wind vector veers (rotates clockwise) with
height throughout the boundary layer. The wind direction at the surface (i.e. defined as the angle with
respect to a northerly direction, red) has larger values in the IFS than in the ASCAT observations,
which indicates that the model surface wind is veered with respect to the observations. Assuming the
geostrophic wind direction is correct, this implies that the modelled wind turning throughout the bound-
ary layer (blue) is underestimated.

struction of the atmospheric state. The operational ECMWF analyses, and the deterministic ten days
forecasts discussed in this study are nowadays produced at a horizontal resolution of 9 km, with 137
levels on the vertical. Although the errors in surface wind direction have somewhat decreased over time,
in particular in the tropical convergence band due to successive changes to the forecasting system (see
Figure 2, and Section 2 for a more in depth discussion), they remain qualitatively similar to those shown
initially by Hollingsworth (1994) and then discussed in Brown et al. (2005; 2006). The forecasted sur-
face wind direction is also veered (in the NH) with respect to observations over land (Figure 3). As
over the oceans, the wind direction errors over land have decreased over time as the forecasting system
components (model physics, numerics, resolution, data assimilation, use of observations) have improved
(Bauer et al. 2015), but a mean bias of approximately 3 to 5 degrees remains. As discussed in Section
2 biases also remain in the near-surface wind speed. Further reducing these near-surface wind biases
is important both for increasing the quality of wind forecasts at local scale and for improving the rep-
resentation of the large-scale circulation. A better representation of winds in the boundary layer often
translates into a better representation of surface drag (or stress); and surface drag plays a key role in the
large-scale circulation (Chen et al. (2007), see also Section 2).

In a first detailed investigation of the causes of surface wind direction biases over oceans, Brown et al.
(2005) concluded that although systematic these biases are more pronounced in regions where warm
air is advected over cold sea surface temperatures (warm advection conditions hereafter). They showed
that a large fraction of the cases with the larger errors are characterized by stable boundary layers, and
concluded that a reduction of turbulent mixing in such conditions would be beneficial. As it will be
discussed in more detail in the next section, turbulent mixing in stable conditions has been long known
to be overestimated in global Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models, including the IFS (Holtslag
et al. 2013, Svensson and Holtslag 2009). Moreover, Brown et al. (2005) suggested that the large surface
wind direction errors in warm advection cases are also sensitive to the representation of mixing in unsta-
ble boundary layers, due to both convective and turbulent transport of momentum. Brown et al. (2006)
went one step further and used Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) to explore the accuracy of the turbulence
closure used for unstable situations in NWP models, for a variety of cases with different stability and
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baroclinicity. They concluded that a systematic error of about 5 degrees in surface wind direction is
present for shallow boundary layers, when the modelled wind profiles are more well mixed than what
is found in observations or LES. Brown et al. (2006) hypothesized that this could be due to a missing
non-local counter-gradient term in the turbulence closure, such as that proposed by Brown and Grant
(1997).

More recently, Belmonte Rivas and Stoffelen (2019) examined the differences in surface winds between
the two most recent reanalysis data sets produced by ECMWF (ERA-INTERIM and ERA5) and scat-
terometer ASCAT observations. Reanalyses are the best possible reconstruction of the past atmospheric
state, created with modern NWP forecasting systems such as the IFS, by optimally blending short-range
forecasts and observations through powerful data assimilation methods such as the four-dimensional
variational data assimilation used in the IFS (Rabier et al. 2000). Reanalyses of a past period (e.g. 1979
- present) are produced by using all the available past observations and a consistent recent version of the
NWP system throughout the entire period. For example, ERA5, performed by ECMWF for the Coper-
nicus Climate Change Service (Hersbach et al. 2019), is produced with cycle 41r2 of the IFS which was
operational from March to November 2016, at a resolution of 30 km and with 137 levels on the vertical.

Comparing the first-guess winds from ERA5 and ERA-INTERIM with ASCAT winds, Belmonte Rivas
and Stoffelen (2019) found that short-range near-surface wind biases over oceans are approximately 20
% lower in ERA5 than in ERA-INTERIM, due to the use of an improved NWP forecasting system and
higher resolution, and are comparable to those of recent operational ECMWF forecasts (e.g. 2017 or
2019 shown in Figures 2 and 4). However, short-range forecast winds in ERA5, and ECMWF opera-
tional forecasts, are still characterized by excessive mean zonal winds (too westerly in the midlatitudes
and too easterly in the tropics), defective mean meridional winds (not poleward enough in midlatitudes
and not equarward enough in the trade regions) and veered (backed) surface winds in the NH (SH) com-
pared to observations (Figures 5 and 7 of Belmonte Rivas and Stoffelen (2019) and Figures 2 and 4 here).
This corroborates the analysis done in Simpson et al. (2018) which hypothesized that these errors could
be due to some missing drag on low-level zonal flows. Belmonte Rivas and Stoffelen (2019) demonstrate
that errors in the mean wind speed and direction in ERA-INTERIM and ERA5 are accompanied by er-
rors in the transient component of the winds, and more precisely by an underestimation of transient wind
activity compared to observations. They argue that some additional transient wind variability would in-
duce a residual meridional circulation in the Ferrel cell, which would substract energy from the mean
zonal wind, correct the meriodional mean wind biases and the stress curl (direction) biases. The under-
estimation of the transient wind variability could be due to a misrepresentation of mesoscale convective
variability, and wind shear, which was also previously suggested by Houchi et al. (2010).

In this study we examine the systematic forecast errors in surface wind direction over the oceans in the
IFS from a different angle. We combine an analysis of the short-range forecast errors against ASCAT
observations, with an extensive set of sensitivity experiments performed with the IFS to identify the most
likely causes of these longstanding errors. In Section 2 we relate the time evolution, and the gradual
reduction of these biases, to known changes to the IFS. In Section 3 we highlight which are the regimes
contributing most to the mean biases in surface wind direction shown in Figure 2, based on a stratification
of these short-range forecast biases for different conditions. We then discuss the sensitivity experiments
performed to assess how changes to the model physics affect the representation of boundary layer winds
(Section 4). The only change that eliminates nearly entirely the surface wind direction bias is to turn
off the momentum transport by shallow convection. Although this is not a desirable model change, it
highlights very well the uncertainties in the representation of momentum transport in unstable boundary
layers and in particular in the partition between turbulent and convective transport. Finally, in Section
5 we examine how forecast errors in wind profiles evolve with leadtime in an area typical of the trade
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Figure 2: Monthly mean first-guess departures (observations - short-range forecasts) of surface wind di-
rection (degrees) with respect to ASCAT observations in the ECMWF operational deterministic forecasts
for July (left) and December (right), for 2012, 2014, 2017 and 2019. These values represent averaged
statistics from the 0000 and 1200 UTC analysis cycles, and observations and forecasts are binned on a
2 by 2 degrees grid.

winds, upstream of Barbados, and attempt to relate the error growth to the processes at play. The aim is
to understand whether forecast biases seen at short-range against ASCAT observations are representative
of forecast errors in the medium-range, which are the main focus at ECMWF. The discussion in Section 5
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Figure 3: Evolution of surface wind direction errors over Europe from 2002 to 2019 for the ECMWF
operational deterministic forecasts. These are monthly values of mean errors (thick lines) and standard
deviation (thin lines) at a lead time of 60 (red) and 72 hours (blue) of the daily forecasts initialized at
1200 UTC (verifying at 00 and 12 UTC, respectively). The verification is against observations from
SYNOP stations over Europe (25-70N, 10W-28E).

also highlights the fact that wind profiles in the boundary layer are not well constrained by observations,
and that more observational constraints on the momentum budget, in particular in the cloud layer, are
needed.

2 Time evolution of systematic surface wind direction biases in the IFS

As the NWP systems have tremendously improved over the past decades (Bauer et al. 2015), the forecast
skill of upper air and near-surface weather parameters has continuously increased (Haiden et al. 2019).
Surface wind direction biases in operational ECMWF forecasts have thus also gradually decreased both
over ocean and land (Figures 2 and 3). While the verification against ASCAT observations (shown in
Figures 2 and 4) can be easily done only in the framework of the data assimilation window, so for short-
range forecasts, the verification over land using synop observations, suggests that surface wind direction
biases are similar in the short and medium-range, albeit they slightly decrease with leadtime (not shown).
We will come back to this aspect, of how wind biases evolve with leadtime, in Section 5. In this section
we discuss the reduction of surface wind direction biases from the perspective of changes made to the
IFS over time.

As many other global Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models, IFS has for a long time main-
tained too much diffusion in stable conditions compared to what would be expected based on the Monin-
Obukhov similarity theory (Holtslag et al. 2013, Svensson and Holtslag 2009). In first order turbulence
schemes using a K-diffusion closure such as that of the IFS, this is often done by prescribing so-called
’long-tail’ stability functions which maintain considerably more mixing for Richardson numbers larger
than 1 than the ’short-tail’ functions prescribed by the Monin-Obukhov theory (see Fig. 1 of Sandu
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Figure 4: Monthly mean first-guess departures (observations - short-range forecasts) of surface zonal
(left) and meridional (right) wind (m/s) with respect to ASCAT observations in the ECMWF operational
deterministic forecasts for December 2012, 2014, 2017, and 2019. These values represent averaged
statistics from the 0000 and 1200 UTC analysis cycles, and observations and forecasts are binned on a
2 by 2 degrees grid.

et al. (2013)). Additionally, the mixing can be (and is often) enhanced through the values chosen for
the asymptotic mixing length entering the computation of the diffusion coefficients. Maintaining an ar-
tificially enhanced diffusion in stable boundary layers in global NWP models has been shown to be an
effective way to reduce the cold near-surface temperature biases frequently encountered in stable bound-
ary layers and to improve the representation of synoptic cyclones (Beljaars and Viterbo 1998, Viterbo
et al. 1999). Maintaining more mixing in shallow stable boundary layers means that the radiative cooling
at the surface is distributed over a deeper layer, allowing to maintain warmer near-surface temperatures.
It thus avoids a runaway cooling regime in which the near-surface air becomes increasingly colder (due
to radiative cooling at the surface) if very little mixing is maintained in an increasingly stably stratified
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boundary layer. Enhanced mixing in stable boundary layers also results in enhanced surface drag (or
stress). Surface drag is very effective in controlling the large-scale circulation (Chen et al. 2007), in
particularly in the North Hemisphere winter affecting both the synoptic systems and the planetary waves
(Sandu et al. 2013). Until a few years ago, maintaining an enhanced surface drag by artificially enhanc-
ing the diffusion in stable boundary layers was seen as the only solution for maintaining a statisfactory
large-scale performance of the IFS during the NH winter (Sandu et al. 2013).

Nonetheless, the enhanced diffusion in stable boundary layers also has detrimental effects for the quality
of the forecasts, leading to an underestimation of the wind turning through the boundary layer, a veering
(backing) of the surface winds in the NH (SH) and in too weak low-level jets (Sandu et al. 2013). Not
surprisingly, the surface wind direction biases in the IFS were reduced on three occasions: in 1999, when
the lowest model level was lowered from 30 to 10 m (not shown), in 2007 when the turbulent diffusion
was reduced in free shear layers away from the surface, and in 2013 when the turbulent diffusion in
stable conditions was finally reduced (Figure 3). The 2013 reduction in turbulent diffusion in stable
layers was achieved through modifications of asymptotic mixing length (the ’long-tail’ stability functions
are still used both in stable boundary layers and in stable layers in the free-troposphere). As described
in detail in Sandu et al. (2013/2014), the negative impact of this change on the large-scale circulation
was counteracted by an increase in the strength of orographic drag. In practice this package of changes,
which allowed a better representation of near-surface winds and of the large-scale circulation, consisted
in a re-partioning of the parametrized surface drag between the different schemes that contribute to it:
turbulence, orographic form drag (representing drag from topography with horizontal scales less than
5 km, Beljaars et al. (2004)) and low-level blocking and gravity wave drag (representing drag from
topography with horizontal scales larger than 5km, Lott and Miller (1997)). It has since become obvious
that the total parametrized surface drag and especially its partition between the various schemes varies
widely among the main global NWP models, especially in regions with orography (van Niekerk et al.
2020, Zadra 2015). As surface drag is largerly unconstrained by observations, while it is very effective in
controlling the large-scale circulation and thereby model performance, it has been widely used as tuning
knob by the modelling community and the different schemes representing drag processes have been used
interchangeably to achieve the desired amount of total surface drag and large-scale performance. This
has led to a large inter-model spread, which consitutes one of the main sources of uncertainty for weather
and climate models (Sandu et al. 2019).

Figure 2 shows however that over oceans, where stable conditions are not that frequent (see discussion
in Section 3), the revision of turbulent diffusion in stable conditions implemented in the IFS in Novem-
ber 2013 lead to a fairly small reduction of the biases in surface wind direction (see also Sandu et al.
(2013/2014)). While the surface wind direction errors for 2012 and 2014 look fairly similar (Figure
2), the errors in the zonal and meridional wind components were significantly reduced during this time
frame (Figure 4). As IFS upgrades consist in a combination of changes to model physics, numerics,
data assimilation methods and use of observations, it is hard to say what exactly caused the pronounced
reduction in first-guess errors for the zonal and meridonal wind components. Other major changes to the
operational ECMWF deterministic forecasts that occured in 2013 are an increase in the number of verti-
cal levels from 91 to 137, and a revision of the convection scheme that resulted in an improved diurnal
cycle of precipitation (Bechtold et al. 2014). Neither of these changes, nor other substantial changes to
the ECMWF forecasting system (or forecast configuration) such as for example a major moist physics
upgrade in 2015, the increase in horizontal resolution from 16 to 9 km for deterministic forecasts in May
2016, or the improved use of observations through continous data assimilation in July 2019 (Lean et al.
2019), completely eliminated the first-guess departures against ASCAT observations. It worth noting
however that in 2019 these short-range errors are lower than ever (Figure 2 and 4).
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3 Stratification of surface wind direction biases

A first step towards identifying the causes of the remaining short-range forecast biases in surface winds
over the oceans, revealed by the comparison with ASCAT observations, consisted in stratifying these
biases in a variety of ways. The stratification was done using the first-guess departures statistics from
the ECMWF operational analysis for the months of July and December from 2012 to 2017 (a selection
of which is included in Figures 2 and 4).

Similarly to Brown et al. (2005), the stratification aimed at disentangling which are the cases for which
the largest errors are found by comparing the mean biases for different types of conditions, e.g. sta-
ble versus unstable boundary layers (defined as cases with negative versus positive surface buoyancy
fluxes) or warm versus cold advection (defined as southerly versus northerly winds in the NH, and the
opposite in the SH). The stratification was extended to include a multitude of other criteria: strong ver-
sus weak inversions at the top of the boundary layer (defined using either a lower tropospheric stability
(Klein and Norris 1995) or an estimated inversion strength criterion (Wood and Bretherton 2006)), dif-
ferent degrees of cloudiness (defined using different classes of total cloud cover), backward or forward
shear across the lower troposphere (defined as zonal wind increasing or decreasing with height), dif-
ferent degrees of boundary layer stability (defined using different ranges of surface buoyancy flux) or
boundary layer depth (defined using the boundary layer height diagnostic), predominant wind direction
(southerly/northerly/westerly/easterly), etc.

Figure 5: Number of cases (for each 2x2 degrees box) characterized by (a) stable conditions, (b) unstable
conditions, (c) southerly and (d) northerly winds in the short-range (12 hours) operational ECMWF de-
terministic forecasts for December 2017. As both the 00 and 12 UTC analysis cycles are considered, the
maximum number of cases is 62. Stable/unstable cases are defined as cases for which the buoyancy flux
is smaller/bigger than 5 W/m2 (the stable category thus also includes neutral cases); southerly/northerly
winds are defined as cases for which the wind direction is between 150 and 210 degrees, and within 30
degrees from the northerly direction (as in Brown et al. (2005)).

The novelty compared to the stratification done by Brown et al. (2005) was to multiply the mean bias for
each of these different conditions by the frequency of occurence of those conditions within the respective
month (see as an example in Figure 5 the number of cases characterized by stable/unstable boundary
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layers, and northerly/southerly winds for December 2017). This allows to highlight how much the biases
in each category contribute to the mean bias in surface wind direction (or wind component) for the
respective month shown in Figures 2 and 4. Figure 5 shows that, unsurprisingly, unstable conditions
predominate over the oceans, while the number of cases with northerly or southerly flow is relatively
small and limited to a few regions. Stable conditions are typically encountered in the mid-latitude storm
tracks and are more frequent in the summer hemisphere storm tracks (i.e. December in the SH and July
in the NH, not shown). For a NH summer month (July) the picture is similar (not shown), albeit with
different regions where warm/cold advection cases are found and more frequent stable boundary layers
in the NH storm tracks.

Figure 6: Contributions to the monthly mean first-guess departures of surface wind direction (degrees)
with respect to ASCAT observations for December 2017 due to days with (a) stable conditions, (b) unsta-
ble conditions, (c) southerly flow and (d) northerly flow. These values represent averaged statistics from
the 0000 and 1200 UTC analysis cycles of the ECMWF operational deterministic forecasts, multiplied
by the frequency of occurence of the respective category in December 2017 (see caption of Figure 5 for
details on how the different categories were defined). For each grid box, the frequency of occurence for a
certain category is defined as the ratio between the number of cases in that category and the total number
of cases within the month. The sum of the errors in stable and unstable conditions equals the total error
seen in Figure 2 for December 2017, while for the wind direction stratification the total error is equal to
the sum of errors in northerly and southerly winds shown here, and westerly and easterly winds, which
are not shown.

The conclusions of our analysis are consistent with those of Brown et al. (2005) in the sense that the
largest errors in surface wind direction are still found for warm advection cases, and more precisely for
warm air intrusions in extra-tropical cyclones (not shown). The mean biases for southerly/northerly flows
(indicative of warm advection in the NH and SH, respectively) are similar to those in Table 1 of Brown
et al. (2005). However, when multiplying the surface wind direction errors in a certain type of conditions
by the frequency of occurence of those cases, we find that warm advection cases (i.e. cases with southerly
flow in the NH and northely flow in the SH) contribute little to the mean bias in surface wind direction
within a particular month (Figure 6 bottom row). Stable conditions are also characterized by larger errors
than unstable conditions, similarly to what was found by Brown et al. (2005). However, they contribute
less to the overall bias than the unstable conditions, except for the summer hemisphere storm track where
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they contribute by a comparable amount (Figure 6 top row). Unstable boundary layers thus are found to
contribute the most to the total error in surface wind direction both for December (Figure 6 top row) and
July months (not shown), in all regions but the summer hemisphere storm tracks.

The further stratification of these biases, according to the additional criteria enumerated above, failed to
lead to any conclusive results. This suggests that the remaining short-range forecast biases in surface
wind direction (and speed) over oceans are mainly due to the representation of unstable boundary layers,
irrespectively whether these are more or less convective, deeper or shallower, cloudy or clear.

4 Sensitivity of surface wind direction biases to shallow convection mo-
mentum transport

As a next step, we performed sensitivity experiments with the IFS to explore what aspects of the repre-
sentation of turbulent and convective mixing affect the surface wind direction, and more generally as we
will see in the next section, the representation of wind profiles in the boundary layer over the oceans. All
the sensitivity experiments discussed here focused on December 2017 and were performed with recent
IFS cycles (43r1 and 45r1 operational from November 2016 to July 2019). They were performed with
the operational configuration used for ECMWF deterministic ten-day forecasts, albeit at a reduced hor-
izontal resolution, i.e. 32 km instead of 9 km. Note however that the first-guess departures in surface
wind direction against ASCAT observations in the control analysis experiment at 32 km resolution (CTL
hereafter) are very similar (left panel of Figure 7) to those in the ECMWF operational forecasts at 9 km
for December 2017 shown in Figure 2. This suggests that performing the sensitivity experiments at lower
resolution does not affect the conclusions of our study.

A first comprehensive set of experiments consisted in forecast only experiments, i.e. experiments in
which 24 hours forecasts are initialized each day (of December 2017 and July 2016) at 00UTC from
the ECMWF operational analyses. These are quick to run and considerably cheaper (computationally)
than so-called analysis experiments. In analysis experiments, all available observations are assimilated
to create the initial conditions for the ten-days forecasts, which are then run from their own (cycling)
analyses, like it is done for operational forecasts. While the impact of a model (e.g. physics) change
can be fully estimated only through analysis experiments, forecast only experiments give a very good
estimate of the impact of a certain model change and are always used as a first step in model development.
This type of experiments was used here to explore the sensitivity of surface wind direction, and wind
profiles, to a long list of changes to the physical parametrizations which can affect the wind representation
in the boundary layer. To reduce the computational and archiving cost, the forecast only experiments
were only 24 hours, instead of ten-days. This is sufficient to explore sensitivities in boundary layer
winds because the response to changes in mixing takes place in a matter of hours and as we will see in
Section 5 wind biases in the region of focus (upstream of Barbados) remain virtually constant at longer
leadtimes.

A detailed description of the representation of physical processes in the IFS is beyond the scope of this
study, and can be found in IFS documentation (2019). The aspects worth noting here are that the turbu-
lence scheme is a first-order scheme using an eddy-diffusivity mass flux scheme (Koehler et al. 2011)
for the convective boundary layer and ’long-tail’ stability functions combined with an asymptotic mixing
length depending on the boundary layer depth for stable boundary layers (Sandu et al. 2013/2014), while
the shallow and deep convection scheme is the improved Tiedke mass-flux scheme (Bechtold et al. 2008;
2014). The model changes tested here include:
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• reducing the mixing in stable boundary layers (by using ’short-tail’ stability functions);

• reverting the modification made to the convective closure in 2013, in order to improve the diurnal
cycle of convection (Bechtold et al. 2014);

• changes to the strength of convective entrainment/detrainment;

• changes to the shape of the Troen and Mahrt (1986) K-profile used to define the eddy-diffusivity
component of the turbulence scheme in unstable boundary layers;

• switching off the mass-flux component of the turbulence scheme (note that this is not applied
to momentum at present, so supressing it only affects winds indirectly through the impact on
temperature and humidity);

• adding a counter-gradient term in unstable boundary layers as suggested in Brown and Grant
(1997);

• switching off the entrainment at the top of unstable boundary layers;

• switching off the wave model, which is used to compute surface roughness over the ocean through
the Charnock formulation, and hence has the potential of changing surface drag;

• switching off the convective momentum transport by shallow or deep convection.

The only change that resulted in a systematic and quasi-uniform backing (veering) of the forecasted
surface winds over oceans in the NH (SH), and hence in a better alignment with ASCAT observations,
was switching off the momentum transport by shallow convection. The reduction of mixing in stable
boundary layers also reduces the surface wind direction biases (by 1 to 4 degrees) in the areas where
stable boundary layers are encountered in the mid-latitude storm tracks (Figure 5). As stable boundary
layers over oceans are more frequent in summer, the effect was most pronounced in the NH storm track
in July and in the SH storm track in December (not shown). As the sensitivity to the degree of mixing in
stable boundary layers is well-known and has been discussed in previous work (Sandu et al. 2013), the
further experimentation and analysis therefore focused on the role of momentum transport by shallow
convection. Its role and the uncertainties in its representation are less studied, and recent studies suggest
that the mass flux approach may be less appropriate for transport of momentum than it is for the transport
of heat and moisture (Saggiorato et al. 2020, Schlemmer et al. 2017, Zhu 2015).

To fully estimate the impact of momentum transport by shallow convection on circulation and assess the
change in first-guess departures of surface winds against ASCAT observations, an analysis experiment
in which the momentum transport by shallow convection was switched off was performed for December
2017 (NOCMT hereafter). In this experiment ten-days forecasts were started each day at 00UTC from
their own analysis. Figure 7 (right) illustrates that indeed this change results in a systematic and nearly
uniform change in surface wind direction. The opposite signs, and commensurate magnitudes, seen in the
right and left panels of Figure 7 suggest that switching off shallow convection momentum transport goes
a long way in reducing these systematic short-range biases in surface wind direction. This improvement
in short-range surface wind direction is accompagnied by an improvement in surface wind speed in the
Tropics against ASCAT observations, which is mainly associated with a strengthening of the easterlies
by 0.2 to 0.5 m/s (not shown, but discussed in the next section).

However as expected, switching off shallow convection momentum transport leads to a considerable and
significant deterioration of the forecast performance in the lower-troposphere (950 to 700 hPa), and more
particularly in the Tropics, throughout the entire ten-day forecast range (not shown). A deterioration of
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Figure 7: Monthly mean first-guess departures of surface wind direction (degrees) with respect to ASCAT
observations in the CTL analysis experiment for December 2017 (left) and the mean change in these
first-guess departures when the shallow convection momentum transport is switched off in the NOCMT
experiment (right). These values represent averaged statistics from the 0000 and 1200 UTC analysis
cycles.

6 to 8 % in the root mean square error of the wind vector is seen in the medium-range (3 to 6 days
ahead) at 850 hPa when verified against own analysis, which is the standard practice for NWP verifica-
tion. The representation of temperature is also significantly deteriorated in particular in the Tropics (a
3 to 5 % increase in the root mean square error at 500 hPa in the Tropical band being the most severe
deterioration).

Given the conclusions reached by Simpson et al. (2018), that the too strong zonal winds in ECMWF
short-range forecasts could be due to a lack of low level drag over the oceans, two additional analysis
experiments were performed for December 2017. In these experiments, the surface drag coefficients
over oceans for heat and respectively momentum, were increased by 10 %. The heat drag coefficients
change had virtually no effect on the first-guess departures against ASCAT. The increase of the surface
drag coefficients for momentum resulted as expected in a small decrease in the zonal component of
the surface winds, and a small improvement (about 1 degree) of the short-range forecast surface wind
direction with respect to ASCAT in the extratropics (not shown).

The improvement in (short-range) surface winds when switching off the momentum transport by shal-
low convection does not necessarily indicate that there is something wrong with the way this process
is parametrized in the IFS. What shallow convection momentum transport effectively does is to mix
winds across a deep layer, thus allowing the surface to ”feel” the influence of the winds in the overly-
ing cloud layer/free troposphere (and the other way around). So the reduction of the surface wind error
in the NOCMT experiment could be simply due to the fact that convective momentum transport mixes
erroneous winds from other levels down to the surface. In the next section we explore more in detail
what happens with the wind profiles in the forecast, and in the analysis, when the shallow convection
momentum transport is turned off in the NOCMT experiment. We also seek to understand whether the
short-range biases in boundary layer winds discussed so far are consistent with biases seen at longer
leadtimes (in the medium-range).

5 Boundary layer wind profiles and their sensitivity to changes in the
forecasting system in a region upstream of Barbados

To better understand how the winds near the surface and in the lower troposphere change when the
shallow convection momentum transport is switched off, we examine the wind profiles in a certain re-
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gion upstream of Barbados. We focus on this region for two reasons: first, it is a typical undisturbed
trade-wind region, and more importantly, this region has been better sampled with in-situ wind profile
observations than any other region on Earth. Two recent observational efforts in this area were NARVAL
(Stevens et al. 2019), and more recently (in Jan/Feb 2020) EUREC4A, the largest observational campaign
ever of the coupled atmosphere-ocean system (Bony et al. 2017). Although comparison with in-situ wind
observations from these observational efforts will be the subject of future studies, it is useful to document
the wind errors in the IFS, their evolution and sensitivity to different aspects of the forecasting system in
the same region.

5.1 Sensitivity of analysis and short-range forecast wind profiles to changes in the fore-
casting system

We start by looking at the mean wind profiles of the forecasts (at a leadtime of 12 hours) and of the
verifying analyses from the CTL (black) and NOCMT (red) analysis experiments (Figure 8). Near the
surface, the differences beetwen the 12 hours forecasts and the verifying analyses (i.e. the differences
between the full and dashed pairs of black and red lines), corroborate what we have seen from the first-
guess departures against ASCAT observations: the zonal winds forecasted in CTL are too strong with
respect to the verifying (CTL) analysis and they considerably slow down in the NOCMT experiment.
The near-surface zonal winds forecasted in NOCMT thus become very close to the near-surface winds
in the two analyses, which are very similar at 12 UTC. The forecasted meridional component of the
wind does not change much near the surface in NOCMT, which suggests that, at least in this region,
the change in surface wind speed and direction is mainly due to the effect of the shallow convection
momentum transport on the zonal component of the wind.

Figure 8: Mean profiles of zonal (left), meridional wind (middle) and wind speed (right) from the 12
hours forecasts (full lines) and the analyses (dashes) of the CTL (black) and NOCMT (red) experiments
for December 2017. These profiles represent averages over the 31 daily forecasts (verifying analyses)
over a region east of Barbados (10-15N, 49-59W). In these experiments the forecasts are initialized daily
at 00 UTC, so the mean analyses profiles shown here are for 12 UTC when the 12 hours forecasts verify.
The cloud fraction from the 12 hours forecasts of the CTL experiment is also shown (black line on the
left of each plot with values shown by the top x-axis).

Higher-up, in the lowest half of the cloud layer, the zonal winds accelerate in the NOCMT experiment,
both in the short-range forecasts and in the analysis. The acceleration in the forecasts is stronger than
that in the analysis, and hence the forecast error is larger, corroborating the above discussion on the
deteriorated forecast performance in the NOCMT experiment. The meridional component of the wind
also changes in this region, contributing to the changes in wind speed seen in the right panel of Figure 8.

The changes in the forecasted wind profiles of the NOCMT experiment are not surprising: switching off
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shallow convection momentum transport, in this region where the zonal wind increases with height in
the lower boundary layer, prevents stronger winds from near-cloud base being transported to the surface.
Hence the near-cloud base winds remain stronger, while the near-surface winds decelerate compared to
the CTL experiment. What is more surprising at first sight is the change seen in analysis in the lowest
part of the cloud layer at 12 UTC (red dashed compared to black dashed line in Figure 8). At other
analysis times (in particular 6 and 18 UTC) the analysis also changes in the sub-cloud layer (not shown).
If the analysis was well constrained by observations, changes to the model physics should only lead to
small changes in the analysis.

It is worth baring in mind however that the only direct information on the vertical structure of winds in the
data assimilation system used to create the initial conditions for the forecasts (the analyses) is provided
by radiosondes, and recently by the Aeolus satellite (which only started to be assimilated in the ECMWF
operational analysis in January 2020, so after the period of focus here). All other wind measurements
constraining the analyses are indirect: surface winds derived from scaterometter data and winds at certain
atmospheric levels derived by tracking the motion of clouds from satellites (the so-called Atmospheric
Motion Vectors or AMV). Winds are of course also indirectly constrained by assimilating temperature
and humidity (conventional and satelitte) observations, which constrain the large-scale circulation (i.e.
the pressure gradients). More information on the different observing systems assimilated in the IFS
can be found in Bormann et al. (2019), Lawrence et al. (2019), who performed a large set of so-called
Observing System Experiments (OSE) for the winter 2017/2018 and summer 2016. In these experiments,
different observing systems are withdrawn (or denied) from the data assimilation when creating the initial
conditions for the forecasts, in order to assess their impact on forecast skill.

Given that the OSE experiments performed by Bormann et al. (2019) cover December 2017 (and are
performed in a similar configuration to the analysis experiments performed here), we used these experi-
ments to explore how the wind profiles in the analysis and in the 12 hours forecasts change in our region
of focus when certain observations (conventional observations, microwave temperature and humidity
observations, infrared temperature observations or AMVs) are denied. We also performed additional
analysis experiments in which we denied the AMVs only in the lower troposphere (below 600hPa), de-
nied the ASCAT observations, and turned off the balance operators in the data assimilation. The balance
operators are applied to ’transform’ temperature increments into winds increments.

None of the changes to the use of observations, or the balance computation, had a systematic impact on
the ASCAT first-guess departures (not shown). The first-guess departures against ASCAT could not be
examined for the experiment in which the ASCAT observations were withdrawn. However, for all the
data denial experiments, including the one for ASCAT observations, the 12 forecast and analysis wind
profiles for the Barbados regions look very similar to those for the CTL experiment shown in Figure
8. The only noticeable, albeit very small changes to the analysis, are in the ASCAT and AMV denial
experiments, for which the zonal winds in the analysis become slighlty more easterly (by 0.1 m/s on
average) near the surface (not shown). This suggests that ASCAT and the AMVs act to slightly slow
down the zonal component of the wind, and thereby the wind speed, near the surface in this region.
The AMVs also affect the analysed meridional wind and zonal wind components above the cloud layer
(above 800 hPa). The wind profiles in the 12 hours forecasts in both experiments are identical to those in
the CTL experiment. The fact that the analysed wind profile does not change much in any of the denial
experiments, does not mean that those observations do not play a role in constraining the wind profiles.
What often happens when one observing system is withdrawn from the data assimilation system is that
other observing systems compensate for its loss and play a bigger role in constraining the analysis.
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5.2 Temporal evolution of wind profiles

As a final step of our investigation we explored how the wind profiles evolve during the forecast in the
selected region. Figure 9 shows that in the first hours of the CTL forecasts (1 to 12), the forecasted zonal
winds gradually accelerate, and they accelerate faster in the lower part of the cloud layer than near the
surface. This behaviour explains most of the bias in wind speed at 12UTC with respect to the analysis
(red versus dashed black line in Figure 9, or full versus dashed black in Figure 8). The meridional winds
don’t vary much in the first 12 hours of the CTL forecasts, except between 9 and 12 UTC, which is
likely due to a diurnal cycle in the meridional winds (see also Figure 11). In the NOCMT experiment,
the forecasted zonal winds also gradually (and even more pronouncedly) accelerate near cloud base, but
these fastening winds near cloud base are not transported to the surface as it is the case in the CTL
experiment (not shown). As discussed above, this results in better forecasted winds at the surface but
worse winds (with respect to the analysis) at cloud base at 12 UTC (Figure 8).

Figure 9: Mean profiles of zonal (left), meridional wind (middle) and wind speed (right) for the forecasts
of the CTL experiment for December 2017, at a leadtime of: 1 hours (dark green), 3 hours (cyan), 9 hours
(blue) and 12 hours (red). The wind profiles from the CTL analyses at 00UTC (when the forecasts start)
and 12 UTC (when the 12 hours forecasts verify) are shown in black full and dashed, respectively. As in
Fig. 8 the profiles represent averages over the 31 daily forecasts (verifying analyses) over a region east
of Barbados (10-15N, 49-59W). The cloud fraction from the 12 hours forecasts of the CTL experiment is
also shown (black line on the left of each plot with values shown by the top x-axis).

Figure 10 illustrates the processes that contribute to the changes in zonal wind in the boundary layer in
the first hours of the CTL and NOCMT forecasts. Below cloud base (below 950hPa), turbulent mixing
slows down the winds, while dynamics, and in the CTL run convection, accelerate them. In the lower
part of the cloud layer where the largest errors in zonal winds are seen (between 950 and 900 hPa),
turbulent diffusion, and in the CTL run convection, partially compensate the acceleration due to the
dynamics. In the CTL, the balance between dynamics, diffusion and convection is not perfect, resulting in
a net accelerating total tendency (full red line) throughout the lower troposphere. This accelerating total
tendency which is slightly more pronounced around 950hPa, explains the forecast drift during these first
3 hours seen in Figure 9, and the corresponding forecast errors (against analysis) during these first hours.
In the NOCMT experiment, the convective tendencies are nearly zero, the remaining small tendencies
being due to momentum transport by deep convection. In the lack of deceleration from the convection
around cloud base, the imbalance between the dynamics and diffusion tendencies is even larger in the
NOCMT experiment, explaining well the larger errors in that layer (Figure 8). Near the surface, without
an acceleration due to convective momentum transport, the total tendency is nearly zero, so the zonal
winds remain quasi-constant.

The errors in wind profiles (with respect to the analysis) developed in the first hours do not evolve much
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Figure 10: Tendencies for the zonal wind component from the dynamics (black), turbulent diffusion
(green) and convection (blue) schemes for the forecasts from the CTL (full) and NOCMT (dashed) ex-
periments for December 2017. The total tendency, indicating the model drift is shown in red. These
tendencies represent averages over the same region east of Barbados, and over the first 3 hours of the 31
forecasts of each experiment.

throughout the medium-range either in the CTL (Figure 11, top ) nor in the NOCMT experiment (not
shown). The full blue lines in the top panels of Figure 11 illustrate that the forecasts at various lead
times, verifying at 00 UTC, are fairly similar and they are similarly distant from the respective verifying
analyses (dashed black lines). However, the bottom panels of Figure 11 show that there is a pronounced
diurnal cycle in wind speed and in its components both in the forecasts and in the analysis, particularly in
the lowest 1.5 km. The spread among the 0, 6, 12 and 18 UTC wind profiles in the lowest 1.5km is almost
as big in the analysis as it is in the forecasts. The magnitude and even sign of the forecast error against
the analysis in this layer depends on the time of the day, but given that the analysis seems to be only
weakly constrained by observations it is hard say whether it provides a ground truth here. EUREC4CA
observations are being used at the moment to evaluate the quality of wind profiles both in the forecasts
and in the analysis, and will be reported on in a follow-on study. The reasons for this strong diurnal cycle
in the boundary layer winds are not clear and will be also investigate in future work.

6 Conclusions

Surface wind direction biases are among the most resilient biases in the ECMWF IFS forecasts and
have been known since the early 1990’s (Hollingsworth 1994). Short-range forecast verification against
ASCAT observations over ocean and synop observations over land shows a veering of the forecasted
surface wind direction with respect to observations in the NH (and a backing in the SH), leading to a
smaller wind turning angle between the forecasted surface wind and the forecasted geostrophic wind than
that seen in observations. Despite continuous improvements to the forecasting system throughout the
last decades, these short-range forecast biases did not entirely dissapear although they were continuously
reduced. Although the main focus at ECMWF is on the quality of medium-range forecasts, eliminating
biases in short-range forecasts is important both for avoiding non-linear error growth at longer time
ranges, and because a bias free model (in the short-range) is key for making the best use of observations
in the data assimilation process. Moreover, further reducing the surface wind biases is not only important
for improving the quality of wind forecasts at local scale, but also for narrowing down the uncertainty
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Figure 11: Mean profiles of zonal (left), meridional wind (middle) and wind speed (right) for the forecasts
and verifying analysis of the CTL experiment for December 2017, at different times. Top: forecast
leadtimes 24, 48 and 144 hours (full blue lines) and verifying analysis at 00 UTC (black dashed lines).
Bottom: forecast lead times 24, 30, 36 and 42 and verifying analysis at 00, 06, 12, 18 UTC (dashed
black lines); the lowest wind speed here in both the forecast and the analysis is at 18 UTC. As in Fig. 8
the profiles represent averages over the 31 daily forecasts (and the corresponding 31 verifying analyses)
over a region east of Barbados (10-15N, 49-59W). The cloud fraction from the 12 hours forecasts of the
CTL experiment is also shown (black line on the left of each plot with values shown by the top x-axis).

in the representation of surface drag which is strongly related to the representation of (boundary layer)
winds.

In this study, we examined the evolution of the short-range surface wind direction biases in operational
ECMWF deterministic forecasts over the years and related it to some of the changes to the IFS known
to have improved the representation of near-surface winds. Through a conditional analysis of the short-
range (first-guess) forecasts errors in surface winds against ASCAT observations we demonstrated that
the remaining errors over the oceans are mostly related to the representation of unstable boundary layers,
although the representation of turbulent diffusion in stable conditions also plays a role in particular in the
summer hemisphere mid-latitude storm tracks.

By examining the wind profiles in a region upstream of Barbados, typical of undisturbed trade-winds, we
showed that the zonal wind component gradually accelerates in the lowest part of the shallow cumulus
layer in the first 12 hours of the forecasts (with respect to the verifying analysis). This is due to an
inbalance between the acceleration due to dynamics and the deceleration due to the shallow convection
and turbulence schemes. When the transport by shallow convection is active, the increasingly faster
winds near cloud base are transported towards the surface which results in the too fast easterlies, and the
too strong veering of the surface winds indicated by the comparison against the ASCAT observations.
This hypothesis is further demonstrated through an experiment in which the momentum transport by
shallow convection is switched off. This change leads to an even larger error at cloud base (with respect
to the analysis), but the faster winds from that region are not transported to the surface and so the near-
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surface wind errors in both the zonal wind component and in wind direction are smaller. Turning off
shallow convection momentum transport is not a desirable change of course, as it leads to a significant
deterioration of the forecast performance throughout the ten-days. However this experiment highlights
that the errors in near-surface and cloud base winds are most sensitive to the momentum transport in
the lower part of the boundary layer and in particular to the balance between the different terms near
cloud base. These errors could be related to the representation of momentum transport in either clear and
cloudy updrafts, or to issues in the partition between the two. These processes are uncertain and research
to use LES and observations to evaluate and improve the parametrizations used to represent them in the
IFS is ongoing, in the framework of the CloudBrake project at TU Delft (Saggiorato et al. 2020).

Our analysis showed that upstream of Barbados, a fairly strong diurnal cycle in the boundary layer wind
profiles is present in both the forecast and in the analysis, and the magnitude and even sign of the forecast
errors (with respect to the analysis) depends on the time of the day. For example, the forecasted winds
are faster than the analysis winds below 850 hPa at 00 and 12 UTC. At these times, the observations act
to slow down the zonal winds in the lower troposphere, although it is difficult to say which observations
play the biggest role based on OSEs. The fact that both the forecast and the analysis winds are quite
sensitive to the representation of certain processes (i.e. the momentum transport by shallow convection)
in the cloud base layer, suggests that the analysis is not very well constrained by observations (at least
prior to the assimilation of Aeolus winds). In the lack of direct wind profile observations it is difficult to
know how much we can trust the forecast errors estimated by comparison with the verifying analysis in
the lowest 1.5 km. An attempt was made to compare the forecasts and analysis profiles shown in Figure
8 with wind profiles from radiosounds launched at the Barbados airport, but the island effect on near-
surface winds makes the comparison difficult. Work is ongoing in collaboration with TU Delft and Max
Planck Institute for Meteorology to examine the wind errors in the IFS in the same region by comparison
with hundreds of dropsondes launched during the recent EUREC4A field experiment.

In the Barbados region, the errors in the wind profiles develop in the first 12 hours of the forecasts and
do not grow further (until day 5), although their magnitude and even sign (with respect to the analysis)
depends on the time of the day. In other regions, the day 5 forecast errors in surface winds are not
necessarily similar with the short range errors. In particular, too strong surface easterlies and westerlies
are not a widespread characteristic of day 5 forecasts, as is the case in short-range forecasts. This is
likely because while short-range forecast errors are driven by errors in momentum transport in unstable
boundary layers, or possibly to errors in surface drag, which act on fast time scales, errors in the medium-
range are related to large-scale circulation errors which gradually develop during the forecast. Another
hyphothesis for the fast change (or adjustment) of the boundary layer winds in the first 12 hours of the
forecasts, is that this is a response to an erronated large-scale pressure gradient in the initial conditions.
This hypothesis will also be further explored with EUREC4A observations which provide for the first
time a ground truth for collocated wind, temperature, and humidiy profile observations in a wide region
(a circle of about 100km radius) in the undisturbed trade-winds region.
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